1985 began with the swearing in of Ronald Reagan for his second term as President of the United States. It was a flashpoint in our democracy marked by massive deregulation of corporations and unprecedented environmental rollbacks.

It was also the year that Randy Hayes and Mike Roselle founded Rainforest Action Network, an organization that has made challenging corporate power a centerpiece of its hard-hitting campaign strategy to protect the world’s ecosystems and defend the rights of Indigenous peoples.

By blending traditional activist tactics with nonviolent direct action and civil disobedience, Hayes and Roselle helped catalyze a movement of grassroots activists to take on some of the largest and most destructive institutions in the world.

Twenty-five years later, RAN continues to take bold action to hold corporations accountable. This special edition of The Panther is a living example of that tradition as well an inside look at our accomplishments over the last 25 years. It is also a tribute to all of our activists, supporters and allies who have helped make these victories possible.

Today, our work remains more important than ever before, and with your support, we will continue pushing the corporate sector to take bold steps in support of forests, the climate and human rights.
GENERAL MILLS JOINS RACE TO PROTECT INDONESIA’S RAINFORESTS
CAN CARGILL CATCH UP?

On September 22, 2010 RAN welcomed the release of General Mill’s new palm oil policy, one of the strongest palm oil policies to date. After nearly a year of RAN campaigning, the food company pledged to “help ensure our purchases are not associated in any way with deforestation of the world’s rainforests.”

In short, General Mills committed to source 100 percent of its palm oil from responsible and sustainable sources by 2015, to support Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) from impacted communities, and to cancel contracts with controversial suppliers deemed such during an audit.

Not only has General Mills’ pioneered a leadership palm oil policy, but also the company’s move puts additional pressure on Cargill, the largest importer of palm oil in the country. The agribusiness giant has yet to take sufficient action to meet the growing demand for responsible palm oil, which General Mills proves is possible right now.

On September 23, the day after General Mills released its policy, RAN activists hung two billboard-sized banners off a skyway in downtown Minneapolis, where Cargill has an office in the Grain Exchange. The banner called out Cargill as the “#1 Supplier of Rainforest Destruction.”

It’s time Cargill, the largest privately owned company in the country, takes responsibility for its role in protecting rainforests, Indigenous rights and the climate—that is what real leadership looks like.

2010 was a remarkable year for Rainforest Action Network on many counts.

First and foremost, we celebrated 25 years of hard-hitting activism that continues to challenge and change the way some of the world’s largest and most powerful companies do business. Our campaign model, pioneered by Randy Hayes and Mike Roselle 25 years ago, continues to inspire grassroots activists around the world to compel companies and whole sectors towards treading more lightly on the planet and ending human rights abuses.

While 2010 will go down in history as the year that all governments failed to take bold action on climate change, it will also go down in history as the year that U.S. banks committed to turning their backs on mountaintop removal coal mining, the Canadian banking sector committed to seriously addressing human rights in the tar sands, and the U.S. food industry began to phase out palm oil grown on destroyed rainforests. Simply put, while governments were looking at their feet, RAN spent the year pushing the corporate sector to take bold steps in support of forests, the climate, and human rights.

Looking at the year ahead, it is clear that our work is more relevant than ever. A November 2010 article in The New York Times revealed that in the last quarter of 2010, corporate profits were the highest on record. On the flip side, the United Nations Environmental Program Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) estimated the cost of environmental damage caused by the world’s 3,000 largest publicly traded companies at 2.5 trillion dollars in 2008 (2010 numbers are still being tabulated). These abstract numbers translate into real impacts on the health of our environment and our communities.

There are, however, many signs that the ground is shifting.

Despite failing to reach an agreement on how to address climate change, the United Nations (UN) did manage to adopt a plan to meet the objectives of the 1993 UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), a step in the right direction that commits 193 nations to reducing the rate of habitat loss at global, regional and national levels and to institute biodiversity into national accounting. In another positive turn of events, after nearly 30 years, both Canada and the United States formally endorsed the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), a symbolic step toward recognizing the right to free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) for Indigenous peoples.

In the coming months, we may see the outcome of one of the most highly anticipated court cases in history. The decision could finally bring justice to more than 30,000 Ecuadorians living in the Amazon who, nearly two decades ago, bravely sued oil giant Chevron for dumping billions of gallons of toxic oil waste in the rainforest they call home. The case is the first time Indigenous people have forced a multinational corporation to stand trial in their own country for violating human rights. If the Ecuadorians prevail; it will set a huge precedent for environmental justice cases around the world.

Making change in the world is hard work — some times decades-long hard work. What we have found time and again is that the right combination of strategies, experience, tenacity, and allies has made it possible to achieve victories that have a lasting impact.

Last year, Rainforest Action Network took on corporate titans and secured real wins for the world’s forests, the climate, and human rights. None of those victories would have been achievable without you. In 2011, it will be this strength as a network, the power that comes from a passionate, committed, and ever-growing community of allies, that will once again make deep change possible.

I invite you to join us.

By Rebecca Tarbotton, RAN Executive Director
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA STEPS AWAY FROM THE TAR SANDS

On December 22, 2010 the Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) released new environmental and social standards, which will guide the financing of clients operating throughout the oil and gas industries, including Canada's tar sands. The policy instructs bankers to prepare an Environmental and Social Risk Review Report on all clients and to review whether clients are complying with environmental and human rights standards.

RBC’s policy breaks significant new ground on Indigenous rights. For clients with operations within Indigenous territories, the bank will document the status of consultation with those groups. While many banks have already incorporated the World Bank standards of “consultation, leading to broad community support” into their lending policies, RBC has committed to document whether clients have met a standard of “Free, Prior and Informed Consent” in their dealings with impacted communities.

The standard of Free, Prior, and Informed Consent—commonly referred to as FPIC —was taken from the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), which was recently endorsed by the U.S. and Canadian governments during the closing months of 2010. No other bank has yet issued such an explicit expectation of its clients regarding Indigenous rights. RBC will also be extending this policy to its entire capital markets business.

In the coming months, RAN will be monitoring RBC’s transactions to assess the impacts of its new policy. The first test for RBC will be its expectation of its clients regarding Indigenous rights. RBC will also be extending this policy to its entire capital markets business.

For clients with operations within Indigenous territories, the bank will document the status of consultation with those groups. While many banks have already incorporated the World Bank standards of “consultation, leading to broad community support” into their lending policies, RBC has committed to document whether clients have met a standard of “Free, Prior and Informed Consent” in their dealings with impacted communities.

The standard of Free, Prior, and Informed Consent—commonly referred to as FPIC —was taken from the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), which was recently endorsed by the U.S. and Canadian governments during the closing months of 2010. No other bank has yet issued such an explicit expectation of its clients regarding Indigenous rights. RBC will also be extending this policy to its entire capital markets business.

In the coming months, RAN will be monitoring RBC’s transactions to assess the impacts of its new policy. The first test for RBC will be its expectation of its clients regarding Indigenous rights. RBC will also be extending this policy to its entire capital markets business.

One of the challenges behind running a corporate campaign against...
1986 Kicking off a worldwide movement to highlight the destructive logging practices of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, RAN hangs its first banner on the World Bank's Washington, D.C., headquarters.

1987 RAN's first grassroots market campaign yields success when fast-food chain Burger King cancels $32 million worth of Central American rainforest beef contracts – a major initiative in the fight against converting rainforests to cattle ranches.

1988 Funding cancelled for the development of the Nam Choan dam, which threatened to displace local rainforest communities in Thailand.

1989 U.S.-based Scott Paper forced to cancel a $653 million Indonesian pulp mill that would have clear-cut 2 million acres of rainforest on the Indonesian island of Irian Jaya.

1991 DuPont-owned Conoco pulls out of a multimillion dollar oil development project within Yasuni National Park in the Ecuadorian Amazon.

1992 U.S.-based Stone Container's plans to build a rainforest chip mill that would decimate 2.5 million acres of Honduran virgin pine forests are halted.

Brazilian government declares Yanomami lands permanent Indigenous territory.

RAN helps support Ecuadorian Indigenous people's march to secure title to 2.5 million acres of their ancestral rainforest lands.

1994 Hollywood's major studios agree to phase out the use of palm – a tropical forest hardwood used in set design – and switch to alternative wood products.

True Geothermal abandons its plans to build a controversial power plant and withdraws from the last Hawaiian lowland rainforest.

1996 The Brazilian government issues an order that officially recognizes the Indigenous land rights of the Paname people within their traditional territory in the Brazilian rainforest.

1997 British-based RTZ, the largest mining company in the world, and Canadian mining giant Paladin both announce plans to abandon their operations in Ecuador.

1998 Mitsubishi Motor Sales America and Mitsubishi Electric America pledge to end use of old-growth forest products and phase out use of tree-based paper and packaging products in favor of alternative fibers.

MacMillan Bloedel, Canada's largest logging company, announces that it will end its contentious practice of clear-cut logging in old-growth forests.

2000 RAN convinces Center for Food, Markets & Trade and U.S.-based Tropicana to stop using wood from endangered old-growth forests in new home construction.

2003 After three years of relentless RAN campaigning, Boise releases “Boise and the Environment,” a policy that makes it the largest American forest products company to eliminate the logging and purchasing of wood and paper products from endangered forests.

2004 RAN declares victory after a four-year campaign as Citigroup announces its “New Environmental Initiatives,” the most far-reaching set of environmental commitments of any bank in the world.

Bank of America announces its new climate and forest protection policies on the eve of a planned National Day of Action coordinated by RAN.

2005 JPMorgan Chase releases a comprehensive environmental policy that takes significant steps forward on climate change, forest protection, and Indigenous rights.

Working closely with RAN, Goldman Sachs becomes the first global investment bank to adopt a comprehensive environmental policy, calling for urgent action by public policy makers and regulators to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

2007 Toronto Dominion becomes the first Canadian bank to adopt a comprehensive environmental policy to guide its financing and operations. It is also the first bank to recognize the right of Indigenous peoples to free, prior and informed consent over industrial projects in their traditional territories.

2008 RAN and allies convince ANZ, Australia’s third largest bank, to not fund Australian logging giant Gunns Ltd’s controversial Bell Bay pulp mill project in Tasmania. The pulp mill would have accelerated the conversion of Tasmania’s native and old-growth forests to woodchips for export to Japan.

RAN successfully pressures Boise Inc. to cease purchasing wood fiber logged from the traditional territory of the Graysay Narrows First Nation in northwest Ontario without the Indigenous community’s consent. Shortly after, AbitibiBowater, the largest paper company in the world, agrees to stop logging on Graysay Narrows land and throughout Canada’s 2.7 million-acre Whiskey Jack Forest.

Ontario’s premier announces a commitment to protect 56 million acres of old-growth forest in the northern boreal, the largest conservation agreement in North American history.

2010 Australian timber giant Gunns announces it will pull out of native old-growth forest logging altogether.

Eight of Wall Street’s biggest banks commit to limit funding to mountaintop removal (MTR) coal mining projects. This is a major step in curbing the practice of blowing up America’s mountains and poisoning drinking water.

Eight top children’s book publishers pledge to eliminate controversial Indonesian suppliers Asia Pulp and Paper (APP) and Asia Pacific Resources International Limited (APRIL) from their supply chains after RAN released “Rainforest –Safe Kids Books” scored.

General Mills issues one of the strongest palm oil policies to date and commits to getting all of its palm oil from responsible sources by 2015, supporting the call for a moratorium on palm oil conversion and requiring free prior and informed consent (FPIC) from impacted communities.
TOP FIVE WAYS TO PROTECT RAINFORESTS IN 2011

1. **Become a Rainforest Lover**

   Perhaps the most important step to protecting the rainforests is falling in love with them. Educate yourself, your family and your friends about the beauty and importance of rainforests. It’s easy to forget that each breath we take is connecting us to those remote ecosystems, and that we should care as much about them as we care about the health and habitats for millions of Indigenous peoples. What’s more, rainforests also serve as one of our key defenses against global warming by storing massive amounts of carbon. More than 40 percent of the world’s displaced forest carbon is hidden in rainforest soils. But the adage is true: Rainforests are the lungs of the planet.

2. **Stop Destruction of Rainforests for Palm Oil**

   Believe it or not, palm oil is found in half of all packaged goods listed in the U.S. — everything from cereal, cooking oil and candy bars to lipstick and luxury shopping bags that are then sold to consumers in the United States, Europe and North America. Palm oil’s cultivation is one of the key causes of deforestation. Concerned customers have pushed companies like General Mills, Unilever and Nestlé (to name just a few) to commit to source only responsible palm oil. Now consumers in the United States are working towards this for over 30 years. It’s easy to forget that each breath we take is connecting us to those remote ecosystems, and that we should care as much about them as we care about the health and habitats for millions of Indigenous peoples. What’s more, rainforests also serve as one of our key defenses against global warming by storing massive amounts of carbon. More than 40 percent of the world’s displaced forest carbon is hidden in rainforest soils. But the adage is true: Rainforests are the lungs of the planet.

3. **Fundraise for Forest Peoples**

   Rainforest Action Network (RAN)’s Protect-an-Acre (PAA) is a small grants program that helps local communities struggling to protect their rainforests by providing them with critical funds that help forest peoples defend their lands, their resources and their way of life. Today, more than two-thirds of the world’s tropical rainforests exist only as fragmented islands, suffering from slash and burn agriculture, forest extraction, poor governance, illegal logging and the failure to recognize and respect the rights of forest peoples as well as global warming. The continued existence of our planet’s lungs, as they have been on a smoking binge for a few hundred years, and, at a rate of advanced lung cancer, we can only stop ourselves by opening that next pack.

4. **RBC STEPS AWAY FROM TAR SANDS**

   The announcement marks a significant about face on tar sands by one of the sectors biggest financiers following nearly two years of campaigning by RAN alongside First Nations concerned about the negative impacts of tar sands development. The policy is the first by a major international bank to document whether bank clients have received consent from Indigenous communities.

5. **END OUR ADDICTION TO FOSSIL FUELS**

   It may not be readily obvious, but fossil fuels like coal and oil are a major force to rainforests and rainforest communities. Fossil fuels’ degradation and destruction of tropical rainforests is responsible for 15 percent of all annual greenhouse gas emissions. At the same time, climate change is rapidly shrinking forest ecosystems, creating imbalances that have sustained life for generations. Stopping the burning of fossil fuels is key to slowing the destructive cycle. In the U.S., coal-fired power plants produce more than half of the nation’s electricity and are the single largest source of greenhouse gas emissions. Across the world, fossil fuels, all extracted and refined from the world’s forests have become Canada’s leading source of carbon emissions. RAN’s Energy and Finance Program works to cut big the funding that drives this dirty energy at its source is one way to stop this destructive cycle.
On November 18, 2010 just in time for Black Friday, RAN released a new report and consumer guide linking publishers of popular kids’ books to Indonesian rainforest destruction and global warming. The report, “Rainforest-Safe Kids’ Books: How Do Publishers Stack Up?”, includes a downloadable rainforest-safe children’s book guide for shoppers that ranks 11 of the nation’s largest children’s book publishers based on their paper policies and purchasing practices. The guide follows a previous RAN report launched in May finding that a large number of kids’ books sold in the United States are now being printed in Asia using paper linked to Indonesian rainforest destruction.

Indonesia’s rainforests, home to unique species like the orangutan and the Sumatran tiger, are under severe threat from paper companies Asia Pulp and Paper and APRIL that rely on clearing rainforests and peatlands for fiber plantations, which supply cheap pulp to their paper mills in China and Indonesia. This controversial paper is then used by Asian printers to manufacture kids’ and other books for U.S. and international markets.

The huge carbon footprint from the destruction of Indonesia’s forests and peatlands has made the country the third-largest global greenhouse gas emitter, behind only the U.S. and China.

In the coming months, RAN will be watching to ensure that the laggards in the publishing industry, Disney and HarperCollins take public action to protect Indonesia’s rainforests.

On September 27, 2010 RAN supported an Appalachian-led coalition of allies to organize Appalachia Rising, the largest national protest against mountaintop removal (MTR) coal mining in the United States. Thousands converged in Washington, D.C. to demand that the Obama Administration end the destructive practice that continues to destroy forests, poison drinking water and communities.

The event culminated with a march and rally from Freedom Plaza to Lafayette Park, where more than 100 activists, retired coal miners and faith community leaders joined renowned climate scientist James Hansen and Appalachian residents in a dramatic sit-in in front of the White House, demanding President Obama follow his own science and end MTR. In addition, four people were arrested earlier in the day during a similar sit-in at PNC bank, a leading financier of coal companies engaged in MTR.

The timely release of the report and consumer guide immediately caught the attention of the U.S. publishing industry. After engaging with RAN, seven of the top ten children’s books publishers (Candlewick Press, Hachette Book Group, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, MacMillan, Penguin Group (Pearson), Scholastic, and Simon & Schuster) made public commitments to decrease their forest and environmental footprints. All seven publishers agreed to phase out controversial paper policies and purchasing practices. The guide follows a previous RAN report launched in May finding that a large number of kids’ books sold in the United States are now being printed in Asia using paper linked to Indonesian rainforest destruction.

Indonesia’s rainforests, home to unique species like the orangutan and the Sumatran tiger, are under severe threat from paper companies Asia Pulp and Paper and APRIL that rely on clearing rainforests and peatlands for fiber plantations, which supply cheap pulp to their paper mills in China and Indonesia. This controversial paper is then used by Asian printers to manufacture kids’ and other books for U.S. and international markets. The huge carbon footprint from the destruction of Indonesia’s forests and peatlands has made the country the third-largest global greenhouse gas emitter, behind only the U.S. and China.

The tide continues to turn against mountaintop removal (MTR) coal mining with Appalachian residents, scientists, congressional representatives and environmentalists decrying the practice as coming at too high a cost to public health, land, water and taxpayers.

On September 27, 2010 RAN supported an Appalachian-led coalition of allies to organize Appalachia Rising, the largest national protest against mountaintop removal (MTR) coal mining in the United States. Thousands converged in Washington, D.C. to demand that the Obama Administration end the destructive practice that continues to destroy forests, poison drinking water and communities.

The event culminated with a march and rally from Freedom Plaza to Lafayette Park, where more than 100 activists, retired coal miners and faith community leaders joined renowned climate scientist James Hansen and Appalachian residents in a dramatic sit-in in front of the White House, demanding President Obama follow his own science and end MTR. In addition, four people were arrested earlier in the day during a similar sit-in at PNC bank, a leading financier of coal companies engaged in MTR.

HISTORIC EPA VETO SPARES APPALACHIAN FOREST FROM MINE

On January 13, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) vetoed the Clean Water Act permit for the Spruce No. 1 Mine in Logan County, West Virginia. The Spruce mine is one of the largest mountaintop removal mines ever proposed in Central Appalachia, and would have resulted in the destruction of 2,278 acres of temperate hardwood forests and the burial of 7.5 miles of streams. This is a historic decision from the EPA, which comes after a year of active campaigning by RAN and Appalachian allies. In fact, it is the first time the EPA has used its veto authority for mountaintop mining permits.
Rainforest Action Network is reflecting on the recent loss of two extraordinary individuals whose work continues to inspire.

Richard N. Goldman, philanthropist and passionate environmentalist, passed away peacefully on November 29, 2010 at the age of 90. Goldman will forever be remembered for co-founding the world-renowned Goldman Environmental Prize, which continues to honor six grassroots activists from six continents each year for their heroic activism in defense of the planet.

Julia “Judy” Bonds was a grandmother, a coal miner’s daughter, and a leading voice in the movement to abolish mountaintop removal coal mining and to bring justice to communities across Appalachia. Judy’s fearless work was internationally recognized when she became a recipient of the Goldman Environmental Prize in 2003. On January 3, she passed away after a battle with cancer.

While we mourn the loss of these two extraordinary leaders, we celebrate their lives and the commitments that they inspired in each of us. We will continue to honor them through our work for justice.